
HIGH SCHOOL SPELLING BEE LIST 
 

abbreviation (say uh-bree-vee-ay-shuhn ) 

noun a shortened form of a word used to stand for the whole word: 

`ATM' is the abbreviation for `automatic teller machine'. 

 

abolition (say ab-uh-lish-shuhn) 

noun the act of putting an end to something: 

Many supported the abolition of slavery. 

 

abseil (say ab-sayl) 

verb to descend down a cliff using ropes: 

Julian would love to abseil, but he is afraid of heights. 

 

abundance (say uh-bun-duhns) 

noun a plentiful amount or supply: 

Because of all the recent rain, there is an abundance of water in the reservoir. 

 

accost (say uh-kost) 

verb to approach someone, often in a threatening way: 

The thugs planned to accost the man and steal his wallet. 

 

accusation (say ak-yooh-zay-shuhn) 

noun a charge of doing something that is wrong or illegal: 

She was hurt by the accusation that she had betrayed her friends. 

 

adhesion (say uhd-hee-zhuhn) 

noun the act of sticking to something: 

These tyres have good adhesion to the road. 

 

adjustment (say uh-just-muhnt) 

noun the act of adapting to a given purpose: 

We had to make an adjustment to the seating plan when more guests arrived. 

 

admirable (say ad-muh-ruh-buhl) 

adjective so good that you admire it: 

We thought that the marathon runner put in an admirable effort. 

 

admonish (say uhd-mon-ish) 

verb to caution or warn someone: 



I had to admonish the people in front of me for talking during the film. 

 

affable (say af-uh-buhl) 

adjective friendly and approachable: 

The guest speaker was both affable and entertaining. 

 

alias (say ay-lee-uhs) 

noun (plural aliases) 

a false name: 

The magazine writer produced a column under the alias of `Lady Jane'. 

 

alpaca (say al-pak-uh) 

noun a domesticated South American animal related to the llama, having long, soft, silky 

hair or wool: 

The alpaca is considered a social animal that prefers the company of other alpacas. 

 

anagram (say an-uh-gram) 

noun a word made by changing the order of the letters in another word: 

An anagram is made by rearranging the letters of another word. 

 

annuity (say uh-nyooh-uh-tee) 

noun a sum of money paid regularly to a person, often for the rest of their life: 

In his will, the old man left an annuity to each of his grandchildren. 

 

apiary (say ay-pee-uh-ree) 

noun a place where bees and their hives are kept: 

The beekeeper wore a protective suit when working on his apiary. 

 

appearance (say uh-peer-ruhns) 

noun When someone or something arrives or comes to where they can be seen, they make 

an appearance: 

He didn't make an appearance until the party was nearly over. 

 

applicable (say uh-plik-uh-buhl) 

adjective suitable or able to be used: 

This rule is only applicable to Year 7 students. 

 



 

apprehend (say ap-ruh-hend) 

verb to catch or arrest someone: 

The detective was clever to apprehend the villain. 

 

aquarium (say uh-kwair-ree-uhm) 

noun a glass container in which fish and water plants are kept: 

Eleni kept some very interesting Mexican walking fish in her aquarium. 

 

archives (say ah-kuyvz) 

plural noun a collection of historical documents about a family, business or country: 

The university's archives are kept in the library. 

 

atypical (say ay-tip-i-kuhl) 

adjective not typical, or different from usual: 

His failure in the exam was atypical because he usually did very well. 

 

avail (say uh-vayl) 

noun If something is to no avail, it is of no use: 

All our preparations for the picnic were to no avail when it started to pour. 

 

aviator (say ay-vee-ay-tuh) 

noun a pilot: 

He was an aviator in the Second World War. 

 

ballast (say bal-uhst) 

noun heavy material carried by a ship to keep it steady, or by a balloon to control its height: 

Ships use water as ballast to improve their manoeuvrability and stability. 

 

barbarian (say bah-bair-ree-uhn) 

noun someone with bad manners and not much education: 

Everyone thought he was a barbarian for eating his chicken with his hands. 

 

barrage (say ba-rahzh) 

noun a long and strenuous verbal attack: 



The premier faced a barrage of questions from the press. 

 

bauble (say baw-buhl) 

noun a bright ornament: 

She added one final bauble to the Christmas tree. 

 

beseech (say buh-seech or bee-seech) 

verb to beg or call upon urgently: 

I beseech you to believe me! 

 

besiege (say buh-seej) 

verb If a group of people, especially soldiers, besiege a place, they surround it: 

The soldiers planned to besiege the castle. 

 

besotted (say buh-sot-uhd or bee-sot-uhd) 

adjective filled with foolish love: 

He was besotted with her. 

 

biology (say buy-ol-uh-jee) 

noun the science or study of all living things: 

I am going to study biology when I go to high school because I want to learn about 

how our environment works. 

 

bisque (say bisk) 

noun pottery which has been baked but not glazed: 

On the sideboard was a bisque pottery piece of a drinking man with a sad dog. 

 

bludgeon (say bluj-uhn) 

verb If someone bludgeons someone, they hit them with a heavy object: 

In the story, the villain threatened to bludgeon the villagers in their sleep. 

 

bouquet (say booh-kay or boh-kay) 

noun a bunch of flowers: 

We gave our teacher a bouquet of roses when she left. 

 



breeches (say brich-uhz) 

plural noun trousers, especially worn in the past when riding a horse: 

He pulled on his breeches and boots and strode towards his horse. 

 

broccoli (say brok-uh-lee or brok-uh-luy) 

noun a vegetable with thick stems and many small, green flower-like heads: 

We added some broccoli to the stir-fry. 

 

bullion (say bull-yuhn) 

noun bars of gold or silver: 

Millions of dollars of gold bullion went missing. 

 

burnish (say ber-nish) 

verb to polish metal until it is bright and shiny: 

We had to burnish the silverware every few months so that it didn't tarnish. 

 

buttress (say but-ruhs) 

noun a support for a wall or building: 

A buttress is built against another wall in order to support it. 

 

caffeine (say kaf-een) 

noun a stimulating drug found in coffee and tea: 

The caffeine in coffee makes it hard for me to get to sleep. 

 

cajole (say kuh-johl) 

verb to persuade, using pleasantness and flattery: 

Joey tried to cajole Mike into helping him with his homework. 

 

capsicum (say kap-suh-kuhm) 

noun a type of vegetable, usually green or red, which is often used in salads: 

We bought a red capsicum at the fruit and vegetable shop. 

 

carpentry (say kah-puhn-tree) 

noun the art of working with wood: 

Susie hoped to do an apprenticeship in carpentry. 

 



catalogue (say kat-uh-log) 

noun a list, usually in alphabetical order, of names, books or items on sale or display and 

some information about them: 

We browsed through the catalogue of the pieces in the art exhibition. 

 

censure (say sen-shuh) 

verb to find fault with someone: 

The teacher began to censure us for giggling in assembly. 

 

centurion (say sen-tyooh-ree-uhn) 

noun in the ancient Roman army, the leader of 100 soldiers: 

The centurion led his men into battle. 

 

chalet (say shal-ay) 

noun a small house in the mountains, sometimes used as a holiday house: 

My cousins were very lucky -- they stayed in a luxurious chalet at the ski resort. 

 

chintz (say chints) 

noun (plural chintzes) shiny, brightly patterned cotton material, used to make curtains and 

furniture coverings: 

The curtains and cushion covers were made from chintz. 

 

chivalry (say shiv-uhl-ree) 

noun the rules and customs of medieval knighthood, involving courtesy and bravery: 

Knights had to obey the rules ofchivalry. 

 

cinnamon (say sin-uh-muhn) 

noun a spice made from the inner bark of certain trees and used in cooking: 

The baker made a delicious bread roll flavoured with cinnamon. 

 

circumspect (say ser-kuhm-spekt) 

adjective cautious and watchful: 

She knew she must be circumspect in any comments she made on radio and television. 

 

civilian (say suh-vil-yuhn) 

noun someone who is not a member of the armed forces: 



He was now a civilian after twenty years in the air force. 

 

coax (say kohks) 

verb to persuade someone gently and patiently: 

We had to coax the baby to swallow the medicine. 

 

cockatiel (say kok-uh-teel) 

noun a small parrot with a long tail and a crest on top of its head like a cockatoo: 

The cockatiel is common in inland areas of Australia. 

 

cocoa (say koh-koh) 

noun a drink made from the brown powder which is also used to make chocolate: 

I like to have a nice hot cocoa on cold winter evenings. 

 

cohesion (say koh-hee-zhuhn) 

noun the state of sticking together or being connected: 

Cohesion was needed within the party to present a united front. 

 

cologne (say kuh-lohn) 

noun a kind of perfume: 

The cologne had a pleasant fragrance. 

 

colossal (say kuh-loss-uhl) 

adjective very great in size: 

The ship looked colossal from our tiny canoe. 

 

commissioner (say kuh-mish-uh-nuh) 

noun someone who is a member of an official commission: 

The commissioner of the sports league awarded the team's trophy. 

 

condensation (say kon-den-say-shuhn) 

noun the changing of a gas to a liquid or solid: 

The condensation of steam from the shower covered the mirror. 

 

conduit (say kon-jooh-uht or kon-dyooh-uht) 

noun a pipe, tube, etc., for carrying water, gas, etc: 



The stormwater drained away through a conduit system. 

 

configuration (say kuhn-fig-uh-ray-shuhn) 

noun the arrangement of the parts of something: 

The car engine has a V8 configuration. 

 

congenial (say kuhn-jee-nee-uhl) 

adjective pleasant or agreeable: 

He is a congenial host who always makes his guests feel relaxed. 

 

consternation (say kon-stuh-nay-shuhn) 

noun shock and fear causing you to feel confused: 

His face filled with consternation when he opened his credit card bill. 

 

continuity (say kon-tuh-nyooh-uh-tee) 

noun the condition or quality of being continuous: 

It is important to ensure the continuity of cultural traditions. 

 

contradictory (say kon-truh-dik-tuh-ree or kon-truh-dik-tree) 

adjective stating the opposite of each other: 

The statements given to the police about the accident were completely contradictory. 

 

copious (say koh-pee-uhs) 

adjective plentiful: 

We were lucky to have a copious supply of fresh vegetables. 

 

coronation (say kor-uh-nay-shuhn) 

noun the ceremony at which a person becomes king or queen: 

The press were eager to get as many photos at the coronation of the Prince as 

possible. 

 

corsage (say kaw-sahzh) 

noun a small bunch of flowers, especially worn pinned to a dress: 

My date bought me a corsage that matched my dress. 

 



counterfeit (say kown-tuh-fuht or kown-tuh-feet) 

adjective made to look exactly like something else in an attempt to deceive people: 

The police were on the lookout for counterfeit $50 notes. 

 

couscous (say koos-koos) 

noun a type of grain, originating in North Africa, often cooked with spices and meat or 

vegetables: 

I could not eat the couscous because the semolina would upset my stomach. 

criticism (say krit-uh-siz-uhm) 

noun an analysis and judging of the quality of something: 

Sam wants to do a course in film criticism to help him appreciate what makes a good 

movie. 

 

culpable (say kul-puh-buhl) 

adjective deserving blame: 

The jury found him culpable of the crime of drug smuggling. 

 

cumbersome (say kum-buh-suhm) 

adjective awkward to handle: 

The package was large and cumbersome. 

 

dais (say day-uhs) 

noun a raised platform at the end of a hall: 

The football trophies were lined up on a table on the dais. 

 

decorum (say duh-kaw-ruhm) 

noun proper behaviour, speech or dress: 

She carried out her duties as school captain with grace and decorum. 

 

deference (say def-uh-ruhns) 

noun respectful or courteous regard: 

In deference to the ladies present, he made sure that his jokes were entirely 

acceptable to all. 

 

deficit (say def-uh-suht) 

noun an amount of money lacking: 

Unfortunately, there is a small deficit in the club's accounts. 

 



delicatessen (say del-uh-kuh-tess-uhn) 

noun a shop which sells a variety of foods, including cheeses, cold meats, and other 

prepared goods: 

We dropped in at the delicatessen to buy some ham. 

 

delineate (say duh-lin-ee-ayt) 

verb to describe or show in words: 

She did her best to delineate the plan precisely. 

 

delinquent (say duh-ling-kwuhnt) 

adjective guilty of consistent bad behaviour or law-breaking: 

The delinquent youths were banned from future sporting matches. 

 

delirious (say duh-lear-ree-uhs) 

adjective If someone is delirious, they are extremely confused, often because they have a 

fever: 

During the illness, he became delirious and we couldn't understand what he was 

saying. 

 

derelict (say de-ruh-likt) 

adjective A building that is derelict has not been used for a long while and has fallen into 

ruin: 

A derelict shed stood in the yard of the old house. 

 

detriment (say det-ruh-muhnt) 

noun in the phrase If something is to the detriment of something else, it is damaging to it: 

She concentrated on studying history, to the detriment of her other subjects. 

 

dewlap (say jooh-lap) 

noun a loose fold of skin under the throat, especially of cattle: 

Zebu cattle differ from other breeds in having a large hump and a well-developed 

dewlap. 

 

discretion (say dis-kresh-uhn) 

noun the ability to be discreet: 

If I tell you this secret, can I rely on your discretion? 

 



discursive (say dis-ker-siv) 

adjective moving or jumping from one subject to another: 

The style of the novel was discursive and difficult to read. 

 

dispensable (say dis-pen-suh-buhl) 

adjective able to be done without: 

Our packs were so heavy that we got rid of all dispensable items. 

 

domicile (say dom-uh-suyl) 

noun someone's home or a place of residence: 

Byron Bay had been the site of her domicile for the past five years. 

 

edifice (say ed-uh-fuhs) 

noun a building, especially a large or impressive one: 

The Parthenon is the most famous surviving edifice of ancient Greece. 

 

efficient (say uh-fish-uhnt) 

adjective If something is efficient, it works well and is practical: 

This pump is very efficient -- it gives a strong flow ofwater. 

 

egotism (say ee-guh-tiz-uhm) 

noun the habit of thinking and talking about yourself all the time: 

His egotism has lost him all his friends. 

 

electorate (say uh-lek-tuh-ruht) 

noun the area of a country, or the people in the area, which a member of parliament 

represents: 

The boundary of our electorate has changed so we have a different member of 

parliament. 

 

electricity (say uh-lek-triss-uh-tee) 

noun a form of energy which can be used for heating, lighting, driving a motor, and other 

things: 

The power in our house went out because a tree fell across the electricity wires. 

 

emancipate (say uh-man-suh-payt) 

verb If you emancipate someone, you set them free: 



The new leader promised to emancipate the slaves. 

 

emphasis (say em-fuh-suhs) 

noun stress or importance: 

The teacher placed great emphasis on punctuality. 

 

enamel (say uh-nam-uhl) 

noun a very hard, shiny coating applied to metal for decoration or protection: 

The sculpture was covered in bright blue enamel. 

 

encapsulate (say en-kap-shuh-layt or en-kap-syuh-layt) 

verb to express the most important facts or points about something in a clear short form: 

She managed to encapsulate all the theories about the cause of the war in a one-hour 

lecture. 

 

equestrian (say uh-kwess-tree-uhn) 

adjective having to do with horseriding: 

Jane and her horse showed great skill and stamina to win the equestrian event. 

 

escalator (say es-kuh-lay-tuh) 

noun a continuously moving stairway that carries people upwards or downwards: 

They had to use the escalator to reach the higher level. 

 

esoteric (say es-uh-te-rik or ee-suh-te-rik) 

adjective understood by, meant for, or belonging to a select few or to a special field of 

study: 

She found it hard to find information on the esoteric subject of taxidermy. 

 

evocative (say uh-vok-uh-tiv) 

adjective tending to evoke memories: 

That old song is evocative of my childhood. 

 

examination (say uhg-zam-uh-nay-shuhn) 

noun an act of careful looking and testing: 

A thorough examination of the building revealed termite damage. 

 



exemplify (say uhg-zemp-luh-fuy) 

verb to show or make clearer by example: 

These two habitats exemplify my point about biodiversity. 

 

exonerate (say ug-zon-uh-rayt) 

verb to free from blame: 

He was confident that the investigation would exonerate him of any wrongdoing. 

 

exuberant (say uhg-zyooh-buh-ruhnt) 

adjective full of energy or high spirits: 

The exuberant puppy jumped up and licked her face. 

 

facility (say fuh-sil-uh-tee) 

noun something that makes doing a job easier: 

The conference centre has every facility that visitors would need. 

 

fallacy (say fal-uh-see) 

noun a mistaken idea or belief: 

Many people believe the fallacy that measles is a harmless disease. 

 

familiarity (say fuh-mil-ee-a-ruh-tee) 

noun thorough knowledge of a thing, subject, etc.: 

His familiarity with the area made him an excellent guide. 

 

fastidious (say fas-tid-ee-uhs) 

adjective fussy or hard to please: 

If you are too fastidious, the job will take too long. 

 

feasible (say fee-zuh-buhl) 

adjective able to be done or achieved: 

Your plan might be feasible if we can get enough people together. 

 

fibrous (say fuy-bruhs) 

adjective stringy or indigestible: 

No-one enjoyed the beans as they were old and too fibrous. 

 



figurine (say fig-uh-reen or fig-yuh-reen) 

noun a small statue or model: 

On the shelf was a marble figurine of a young girl. 

 

financier (say fuh-nan-see-uh) 

noun someone whose business is lending money: 

The financier in the deal was a major bank. 

 

finicky (say fin-uh-kee) 

adjective full of small, unimportant detail: 

Dad said that painting the lattice fence would be a very finicky job. 

 

foreground (say faw-grownd) 

noun the part of a view or picture nearest the front or the viewer: 

In the foreground of the painting was a lake surrounded by ghostly trees. 

 

foreigner 

noun someone who has come from another country: 

When my father first came to Australia he felt like a foreigner, but that only lasted for 

a few years. 

 

formidable (say faw-muh-duh-buhl) 

adjective frightening: 

Mum's visitor was a formidable woman and Dad stayed out in the shed. 

 

frequency (say free-kwuhn-see) 

noun the fact of happening often: 

Accidents occur at this intersection with great frequency. 

 

frigate (say frig-uht) 

noun a type of warship: 

The frigate escorted the battleship through the dangerous waters. 

 

frivolous (say friv-uh-luhs) 

adjective not serious: 

She was dressed in a frivolous outfit for the party. 

 



fumigate (say fyooh-muh-gayt) 

verb To fumigate an area is to treat it with chemical fumes to get rid of insect pests: 

We needed to fumigate the house to get rid of fleas. 

 

gazebo (say guh-zee-boh) 

noun a structure having a wide view, especially a turret, pavilion, or summerhouse: 

We ate our picnic in the gazebo which looked over the river. 

 

generic (say juh-ne-rik) 

adjective known by the name of the product itself, not by a particular brand name: 

I usually buy generic soap because it's cheaper. 

 

generosity (say jen-uh-ros-uh-tee) 

noun the quality of being generous: 

Charities rely on the generosity of donors. 

 

genteel (say jen-teel) 

adjective If someone is genteel, they are overly careful to be polite in their manners, speech 

and behaviour: 

In the novel, Mrs Bennet hoped her daughters would present with such genteel 

manners that they would attract very rich husbands. 

 

ghoul (say goohl) 

noun someone who enjoys what others find revolting: 

A person who hangs around the scene of road accidents is nothing but a ghoul. 

 

gladiator (say glad-ee-ay-tuh) 

noun a man in ancient Rome who fought as a public entertainment: 

As part of our studies of ancient civilisations, we saw a film about a gladiator. 

 

glandular (say glan-juh-luh) 

adjective relating to a gland: 

Glandular fever is an illness which affects the glands in your body. 

 

globalism (say gloh-buh-liz-uhm) 

noun the pursuit of globalisation: 

They are convinced that the future lies in globalism rather than in the pursuit of 



national interests. 

 

glutinous (say glooh-tuh-nuhs) 

adjective sticky, like glue: 

We heated and stirred the sauce until it developed a glutinous texture. 

 

goanna (say goh-an-uh) 

noun any of a number of large Australian lizards: 

The goanna climbed up the tree looking for a bird's nest. 

 

gregarious (say gruh-gair-ree-uhs) 

adjective fond of the company of other people: 

She has a gregarious nature and loves meeting new people. 

 

harangue (say huh-rang) 

verb If you harangue someone, you talk to them for a long time, usually in a loud voice, 

criticising them or trying to change their opinion: 

He started to harangue the crowd about the need for a change of government. 

 

heirloom (say air-loohm) 

noun something valuable that is handed down from generation to generation in a family: 

The antique pendant is a family heirloom. 

 

helicopter (say hel-ee-kop-tuh) 

noun an aircraft without wings which flies by means of a large propeller on the top: 

A helicopter carrying nearly 10 000 litres of water was used to fight the bushfire. 

 

helium (say hee-lee-uhm) 

noun a gas which is lighter than air and is often used to fill balloons: 

These balloons are filled with helium so don't let go or they'll float away. 

 

hessian (say hesh-uhn) 

noun strong, rough cloth often used to make sacks: 

The potatoes came in bags of hessian which made them easier to carry. 

 



homicide (say hom-uh-suyd) 

noun the crime of killing someone on purpose: 

He is to stand trial for homicide. 

 

humorous (say hyooh-muh-ruhs) 

adjective If something is humorous, it is funny: 

We thought it was humorous when my little brother said that a caterpillar was a 

worm in a fur coat. 

 

hypocrite (say hip-uh-krit) 

noun someone who pretends that they have certain beliefs or morals that they do not really 

have: 

The outspoken conservationist was branded a hypocrite when it was discovered that 

she did not recycle her paper and plastic. 

 

idyllic (say uy-dil-ik) 

adjective simple, peaceful and pleasant: 

The house was in an idyllic position on the bank of the river. 

 

illegible (say i-lej-uh-buhl) 

adjective not able to be read: 

His scribble was completely illegible. 

 

impenetrable (say im-pen-uh-truh-buhl) 

adjective not able to be penetrated: 

The dense rainforest was completely impenetrable. 

 

imperial (say im-peer-ree-uhl) 

adjective belonging to an empire: 

The emperor of Japan lives in the imperial palace in Tokyo. 

 

inaccessible (say in-uhk-ses-uh-buhl) 

adjective not able to be reached: 

The floodwaters meant that our destination was inaccessible for at least a week. 

 

incandescent (say in-kan-dess-uhnt) 

adjective glowing white: 



This metal is so hot it is incandescent. 

 

incognito (say in-kog-nee-toh) 

adverb with your name or appearance changed so you won't be recognised: 

The spy travelled incognito -- and escaped detection for almost a year. 

 

insidious (say in-sid-ee-uhs) 

adjective intended to trap or deceive: 

They hatched an insidious plot to destroy her reputation. 

 

intravenous (say in-truh-vee-nuhs) 

adjective An intravenous medicine is given directly into the blood, through a needle put in 

a vein: 

He is being given an intravenous antibiotic. 

 

intrepid (say in-trep-uhd) 

adjective very brave: 

The intrepid reporter risked her life by entering the war zone. 

 

intuition say in-tyooh-ish-uhn) 

noun a strong feeling about something without any real reason that you know of: 

I have no proof, but my intuition tells me that she's telling the truth. 

 

inundate (say in-un-dayt) 

verb to overwhelm with a flood or with something like a flood: 

I hope our teacher doesn't inundate us with assignments. 

 

jeopardy (say jep-uh-dee) 

noun If something is in jeopardy, it is at risk: 

The school excursion is in jeopardy because insurance costs so much. 

 

judicious (say jooh-dish-uhs) 

adjective showing good or wise judgement: 

The decision to invite the whole family was a judicious one. 

 

lagerphone (say lah-guh-fohn) 

noun a homemade percussion instrument made of beer bottle tops loosely nailed to a broom 



handle: 

The busker shook a lagerphone as he sang. 

 

legislation (say lej-uhs-lay-shuhn) 

noun a law or all the laws made: 

Parliament sat until after midnight to debate the controversial legislation. 

 

lieutenant (say lef-ten-uhnt or looh-ten-uhnt) 

noun a lower rank of officer in the army or navy: 

After serving in the army for two years, she was promoted to the rank of lieutenant. 

linguist (say ling-gwuhst) 

noun a person who studies language: 

He is a linguist and is compiling a dictionary of an Aboriginal language of western 

Queensland. 

 

liqueur (say luh-kyooh-uh) 

noun a type of strong alcoholic liquor made in many flavours: 

The liqueur is coffee-flavoured and very popular for making desserts. 

 

litigation (say lit-uh-gay-shuhn) 

noun the process of challenging someone in a law court: 

Many doctors worry about the threat of litigation against them. 

 

livelihood (say luyv-lee-hood) 

noun a way of earning money to live: 

Farming has been his livelihood for sixty years. 

 

llama (say lah-muh) 

noun a South American animal related to the camel and used for carrying loads: 

Each hiker led a llama, loaded with gear, as they trekked through the mountains of 

Peru. 

 

logistics (say luh-jis-tiks) 

noun the practical details of a project: 

The logistics of moving so many people to a new area have to be worked out 

carefully. 

 



lucrative (say looh-kruh-tiv) 

adjective producing good profits or paying well: 

Walking dogs has become a lucrative job for Sarah. 

 

luxuriant (say lug-zhooh-ree-uhnt) 

adjective strong in growth: 

The luxuriant forest was thick with ferns and hanging vines. 

 

macadamia (say mak-uh-day-mee-uh) 

noun an edible nut with a very hard shell, grown in eastern Australia and South-East Asia: 

The shell ofa macadamia is very hard, but the nut inside is delicious. 

 

macaw (say muh-kaw) 

noun a colourful, tropical American parrot with a long tail and a harsh voice: 

The bright colours of the macaw caught their eyes as it flew away. 

 

marjoram (say mah-juh-ruhm) 

noun a plant of the mint family used in cookery: 

They grew marjoram and other herbs in pots on the windowsill. 

 

masonry (say may-suhn-ree) 

noun (plural -ries) the art or work of someone who builds or works with stone: 

Beautiful local sandstone had been used in the masonry of the new house. 

 

massacre (say mas-uh-kuh) 

noun the killing of a large number of people: 

Journalists covering the massacre estimated the number of dead at about three 

hundred. 

 

masseur (say ma-ser) 

noun a man skilled in massage: 

My back felt much better after the masseur had finished. 

 

masticate (say mas-tuh-kayt) 

verb to chew: 

It would be nearly impossible to masticate our food without teeth -- so I take good 



care of mine! 

 

matriarch (say may-tree-ahk) 

noun a woman leader in a family, tribe or any field of activity: 

Grandma was the matriarch of the family. 

 

memorandum (say mem-uh-ran-duhm) 

noun (plural memoranda) 

Formal a note made of something to remember: 

Haleem wrote himself a memorandum to remember his new friend's birthday. 

 

mercurial (say mer-kyooh-ree-uhl) 

adjective fickle or rapidly changing in mood: 

It's hard to predict when he'll be in a bad mood because he has such a mercurial 

personality. 

 

mercury (say mer-kyuh-ree) 

noun a silvery metallic element which is liquid instead of solid at ordinary temperatures: 

Mercury is used in thermometers to measure temperature. 

 

metropolis (say muh-trop-uh-luhs) 

noun a large city, not necessarily the capital, in a country, state, or region: 

He grew up on a farm near Dubbo and now lives in the metropolis of New York. 

 

miniature (say min-uh-chuh) 

noun a very small copy or model of something: 

The model castle is a miniature of the real thing. 

 

missive (say mis-iv) 

noun a written message: 

The emissary understood the importance of passing on the missive from the 

ambassador to the president. 

 

mistletoe (say miss-uhl-toh) 

noun an English plant with small, white berries which feeds and grows on the branches of 

other trees, and is often used for Christmas decorations: 



Each Christmas we hang some artificial mistletoe in our doorway. 

 

modicum (say mod-uh-kuhm) 

noun U Formal 

 

montage a small quantity: 

I would like at least a modicum of privacy please! (say mon-tahzh or mon-tahzh) 

noun a work of art made by arranging different pictures, or parts of pictures, in one 

composition: 

In our art class we are cutting up old magazines to make a montage. 

 

morphine (say maw-feen) 

noun a strong drug used to stop pain: 

The doctor prescribed morphine to take away the pain. 

 

napery (say nay-puh-ree) 

noun household linen, especially for the table: 

My mother used an online site to buy curtains and napery for the new house. 

 

nefarious (say nuh-fair-ree-uhs) 

adjective Formal very wicked: 

We reported the thiefto the police for his nefarious practices. 

 

negotiable (say nuh-goh-shuh-buhl) 

adjective able to be negotiated: 

The terms of the contract are negotiable, so we need to decide if any changes are 

necessary before we sign. 

 

nonchalant (say non-shuh-luhnt) 

adjective calm and indifferent: 

He shrugged his shoulders in a nonchalant way. 

 

nonentity (say non-en-tuh-tee) 

noun someone of no importance: 

I felt like a complete nonentity at the film premiere. 

 



nuisance (say nyooh-suhns) 

noun someone or something that is very annoying: 

It was a real nuisance that we couldn't turn on the tap. 

 

occupation (say ok-yuh-pay-shuhn) 

noun your usual job or employment: 

My uncle wants to go into the occupation of teaching. 

 

octogenarian (say ok-toh-juh-nair-ree-uhn) 

adjective of the age of eighty years, or between eighty and ninety years old: 

Despite being an octogenarian, she has a very active social life. 

 

ombudsman (say om-buhdz-muhn) 

noun an official appointed to investigate complaints by citizens against the government: 

The ombudsman has a great responsibility to the community. 

 

ominous (say om-uh-nuhs) 

adjective threatening: 

We thought we were safe in the deserted house until we heard an ominous creaking. 

 

onyx (say on-iks) 

noun a type of quartz consisting of straight bands which differ in colour: 

The precious figurine was made of onyx. 

 

opaque (say oh-payk) 

adjective If something is opaque, it does not let light through and you cannot see through 

it: 

The window was opaque because it had been painted over. 

 

orchid (say aw-kuhd) 

noun a plant which grows in warm climates and which produces a beautiful flower with an 

unusual shape: 

She is going to carry a single white orchid at her wedding. 

 

overwhelm (say oh-vuh-welm) 

verb to affect someone so much that they cannot function properly: 

They knew that the demands of the trek might overwhelm them but decided to start off 



anyway. 

 

paisley (say payz-lee) 

noun a soft, woollen cloth woven with a colourful and very detailed pattern: 

My mother still has the paisley shirt that she wore before I was born. 

 

parallel (say pa-ruh-lel) 

adjective If two lines are parallel, they are the same distance from each other at every point 

along the way: 

The two lines of a railway track are parallel. 

 

paranoia (say pa-ruh-noy-uh) 

noun a mental condition in which the patient suffers from delusions such as that of 

persecution: 

A person with paranoia often imagines they are the victim of conspiracies. 

 

parenthesis (say puh-ren-thuh-suhs) 

noun a word or group of words to describe or explain something else, marked off by 

commas, brackets or dashes: 

She listed the names in parenthesis at the end of the sentence. 

 

pariah (say puh-ruy-uh) 

noun any person or animal generally despised: 

She was treated as a pariah after they found out she was responsible for the bushfire. 

 

pedestrian (say puh-dess-tree-uhn) 

noun someone who travels on foot: 

We stopped and asked a pedestrian the way to the library. 

 

pejorative (say puh-jo-ruh-tiv) 

adjective expressing disapproval: 

She was annoyed when I called her a bookworm, but I didn't mean it to be pejorative. 

 

perceptible (say puh-sep-tuh-buhl) 

adjective able to be perceived: 

The only perceptible difference between the twins was that Belinda was slightly taller. 

 



percolator (say per-kuh-lay-tuh) 

noun a coffee-maker in which boiling water is passed through ground coffee: 

I much prefer coffee brewed in a percolator to instant coffee. 

 

perennial (say puh-ren-ee-uhl) 

adjective A perennial plant has a life cycle of more than two years: 

She planted a row of perennial shrubs along the fence. 

 

persimmon (say per-suh-muhn) 

noun a red or orange plum-like fruit: 

The ancient Greeks used to call the persimmon the `fruit of the gods'. 

 

petticoat (say pet-ee-koht) 

noun a light, skirt-like piece of clothing sometimes worn under dresses by women and girls: 

Women used to always wear a petticoat under their dress. 

 

phoenix (say fee-niks) 

noun a mythical bird of great beauty, said to burn on a funeral pyre and then to rise up 

young again: 

In the story, the phoenix rises from the ashes and begins life anew. 

 

piazza (say pee-at-suh or pee-aht-suh) 

noun (plural piazzas) an open square or public place in a city or town: 

Nothing could be more enjoyable than to drink coffee and eat cakes in the piazza! 

 

plaintiff (say playn-tuhf or playn-tif) 

noun a person who brings a court case against someone else known as the defendant: 

The plaintiff had brought the case against her landlord. 

 

posterior (say pos-teer-ree-uh) 

adjective from or at the back: 

The X-ray gave a posterior view of the lung. 

 

precarious (say pruh-kair-ree-uhs) 

adjective involving danger: 

That plate is in a precarious position right on the edge of the table. 

 



precipitous (say pruh-sip-uh-tuhs) 

adjective very steep: 

The slope was precipitous and the rain made the climb even more hazardous. 

 

prefabricate (say pree-fab-ruh-kayt) 

verb If a company prefabricates a product, it makes it in a factory in parts, ready for 

putting together somewhere else at a later time: 

The plan was to prefabricate the bridge and then transport it in huge sections to the 

river site. 

 

preliminary (say pruh-lim-uh-nuh-ree or pruh-lim-uhn-ree) 

adjective Something that is preliminary comes before the main matter: 

Before the conference began, there was a preliminary meeting for everyone to meet 

each other. 

 

procure (say pruh-kyoouh) 

verb If you procure something, you obtain it: 

Once we knew what food we could procure, we planned the menu. 

 

profiteer (say prof-uh-teer) 

noun someone who makes money in a greedy way, often by taking unfair advantage of 

people: 

People avoided doing business with him because he had a reputation as a profiteer. 

 

propensity (say pruh-pen-suh-tee) 

noun a natural or habitual tendency: 

She has a propensity for gossip that can get a bit irritating. 

 

protagonist (say pruh-tag-uh-nuhst) 

noun the main character in a story or play: 

The film's protagonist was a young novelist. 

 

pugilist (say pyooh-juh-luhst) 

noun someone who fights with the fists: 

The pugilist wore a mouthguard to protect his teeth during the fight. 

 



qualifier (say kwol-uh-fuy-uh) 

noun someone or something that qualifies: 

Excitement overwhelmed him when he found out he was a qualifier for the finals. 

 

quintessence (say kwin-tes-uhns) 

noun the purest form of a substance: 

The bouquet of the oil was powerfully sweet - it was the quintessence of lavender. 

 

quixotic (say kwik-sot-ik) 

adjective having romantic ideas about doing brave and wonderful deeds: 

In his typically quixotic way, he refused to use the alibi which would have saved him. 

 

radiator (say ray-dee-ay-tuh) 

noun A radiator is a heater with one or two round bars which are heated up by electricity 

and used to warm a room: 

It was such a cold night that the whole family was huddled around the radiator. 

 

raspberry (say rahz-bree) 

noun a soft, juicy, red berry: 

The bowl of ice-cream had a raspberry on top. 

 

rationale (say rash-uh-nahl) 

noun a statement of reasons or principles: 

We were interested to hear the council's rationale for removing barbecues from the 

park. 

 

ravenous (say rav-uh-nuhs) 

adjective extremely hungry: 

We were so ravenous that we ate our dinner quickly and in total silence. 

 

reassure (say ree-uh-shaw) 

verb If you reassure someone, you give them confidence: 

The doctor tried to reassure her that her mother would get better. 

 

recede (say ruh-seed) 

verb to move further away: 



Despite more rain, the floodwaters on the plain finally began to recede. 

 

receptor (say ruh-sep-tuh) 

noun one of or a group of the end organs of sensory or afferent neurons, specialised to be 

sensitive to stimulating agents: 

The first level of sensing in the body starts at the receptor -- and there are many of 

these in the skin to feel things like heat, cold, pain and pressure. 

 

recipe (say res-uh-pee) 

noun instructions on how to cook something: 

We followed the recipe exactly and made the best lamingtons ever. 

recipient (say ruh-sip-ee-uhnt) 

noun someone or something that receives something: 

He was the recipient of last year's Nobel Peace Prize. 

 

recoup (say ruh-koohp) 

verb to regain or recover: 

After the drought it was impossible for the farmers to recoup their losses. 

 

reign (say rayn) 

noun the time during which a king or queen rules or holds the position of ruler: 

During the reign of Queen Victoria, England ruled an empire. 

 

rejuvenate (say ruh-jooh-vuh-nayt) 

verb To rejuvenate someone is to make them feel young or energetic again: 

Swimming in the fresh ocean water will rejuvenate them. 

 

relativity (say rel-uh-tiv-uh-tee) 

noun the condition or fact of being relative: 

The media is interested in the changing relativity of power relations between the US 

and China. 

 

remittance (say ruh-mit-uhns) 

noun the sending of money, etc., as payment: 

From her wage, she managed to send home a remittance to her family each month. 

 



reprisal (say ruh-pruyz-uhl) 

noun an act which causes hurt or damage to someone in retaliation for something they have 

done: 

The raids on the government offices appeared to be a reprisal for the military attack. 

 

resilient (say ruh-zil-ee-uhnt) 

adjective able to become strong, healthy or happy again after an illness or misfortune: 

He showed how resilient he was by returning to work a few days after the accident. 

 

resplendent (say ruh-splen-duhnt) 

adjective shining brightly: 

Dame Edna was resplendent in a golden gown with a raspberry chiffon overlay. 

 

reverie (say rev-uh-ree) 

noun Formal a state of pleasant dreamy thoughts: 

The voice of her father interrupted her reverie and brought her back to the present. 

 

rhinoceros (say ruy-nos-uh-ruhs) 

noun a large, thick-skinned animal of Africa and Asia, with one or two horns on its nose: 

A rhinoceros can be a very dangerous animal if it gets angry. 

 

rivulet (say riv-yuh-luht) 

noun a small stream or brook: 

We camped by a rivulet so we had easy access to water. 

 

sagacious (say suh-gay-shuhs) 

adjective Formal having good judgement and understanding: 

A farmer, as well as knowing all the elements of agriculture, should be a sagacious 

businessperson. 

 

samurai (say sam-yuh-ruy) 

noun (plural samurai) a Japanese fighter who lived in medieval times: 

A samurai was an expert swordsman. 

 

sanctimonious (say sangk-tuh-moh-nee-uhs) 

adjective acting as though you have higher morals than other people: 

He was always making sanctimonious speeches about the awful behaviour of young 



people. 

 

sashimi (say suh-shee-mee) 

noun a Japanese dish of fresh seafood fillets cut into bite-sized, oblong strips, and eaten raw 

with soy sauce and Japanese horseradish: 

Fiona had sashimi at the Japanese restaurant and I had teriyaki chicken. 

 

scaffolding (say skaf-uhl-ding) 

noun a system of scaffolds: 

Workers arrived to find that their scaffolding had been used to facilitate the break-in. 

 

scalpel (say skal-puhl) 

noun a small, very sharp knife used by doctors in operations: 

The surgeon held the scalpel in her steady hand. 

 

scapula (say skap-yuh-luh) 

noun either of two flat, triangular bones, each forming the back part of a shoulder: 

The scapula is rarely broken. 

 

scenario (say suh-nah-ree-oh or suh-nair-ree-oh) 

noun an outline of a general situation or plan: 

It was hard to imagine the grim scenario the scientists described if the drought 

continued. 

 

schematic (say skee-mat-ik or skuh-mat-ik) 

adjective relating to a plan, diagram, or scheme: 

Schematic diagrams are used in instruction manuals to help customers understand 

how to use their appliances. 

 

scissors (say siz-uhz) 

plural noun a cutting instrument made of two blades joined together: 

My scissors have become too blunt to cut properly. 

 

sewerage (say sooh-rij) 

noun the removal of waste water and waste matter using sewers: 

This government minister is in charge of water and sewerage. 

 



shrewd (say shroohd) 

adjective clever, and with good practical judgement: 

People often asked him for advice because they thought he was shrewd. 

 

skewbald (say skyooh-bawld) 

adjective having patches of different colours, especially of white and brown: 

The skewbald colt was easy to pick out from the herd. 

 

slaughter (say slaw-tuh) 

verb to slaughter people is to murder them in large numbers, often in a violent way: 

The invading army began to slaughter innocent civilians. 

 

sonorous (say son-uh-ruhs) 

adjective sounding deep, loud and rich: 

The double bass has a rich, sonorous tone. 

 

squadron (say skwod-ruhn) 

noun a fighting unit in the armed forces, especially in the air force or navy: 

Their squadron was sent to provide support. 

 

squall (say skwawl) 

noun a sudden strong wind which dies away rapidly: 

The boat went down suddenly in the squall. 

 

stampede (say stam-peed) 

noun a sudden rush of a group of animals or people, often in fright: 

The thirsty cattle smelt water and broke into a frenzied stampede. 

 

succulent (say suk-yuh-luhnt) 

adjective juicy: 

A succulent mango is hard to eat without getting covered in juice. 

 

sucrose (say soohk-rohz or soohk-rohs) 

noun a crystalline carbohydrate, obtained from sugar cane, sugar beet, and so on: 

Sucrose is the most common food sweetener in the industrialised world. 

 



syllable (say sil-uh-buhl) 

noun a part of a word which has a single vowel sound in it: 

`Dog' has one syllable, and `alligator' has four. 

 

technicality (say tek-nuh-kal-uh-tee) 

noun a rule or law which seems minor, but when followed exactly, can make a big 

difference to a situation: 

The murderer got off on a technicality. 

 

tempura (say tem-pooh-ruh) 

noun a Japanese dish in which seafood or vegetables are coated in a light batter and deep-

fried in oil: 

We always have tempura prawns at our local Japanese restaurant. 

 

terrestrial (say tuh-res-tree-uhl) 

adjective living or growing on land, rather than in the sea or sky: 

Australia has many native terrestrial species as well as marine species. 

 

thorough (say thu-ruh) 

adjective If you are thorough in doing something, you do it very carefully so as not to miss 

anything: 

He's a thorough worker who can always be trusted to do a good job. 

 

topographic (say top-uh-graf-ik) 

adjective relating to a map which shows how the surface of the land varies in height: 

If you look at a topographic map you can immediately see areas that are hilly. 

 

toucan (say tooh-kan) 

noun a fruit-eating bird of tropical America, brightly coloured and with a very large beak: 

The toucan eats fruit and is a poor flyer. 

 

transcend (say tran-send) 

verb to go or be above or beyond: 

His success after this show is sure to transcend any he has had before. 

 

transitory (say tran-zuh-tree) 

adjective Formal or literary lasting for only a certain time, as opposed to eternal: 



My enthusiasm for the project was transitory, and was quickly replaced by a distinct 

reluctance to be involved. 

 

translucent (say tranz-looh-suhnt) 

adjective allowing some light to come through, so that you can see things, but not clearly: 

The curtain was made of translucent material. 

 

trauma (say traw-muh) 

noun an emotional shock which has a lasting effect on the mind: 

The family never really got over the trauma of the accident. 

 

typography (say tuy-pog-ruh-fee) 

noun the general character or appearance of the type in printed material: 

The typography of the first printed books was uneven, but more interesting than 

today's very uniform pages. 

 

tyrant (say tuy-ruhnt) 

noun anyone in a position of power who uses it cruelly and unjustly: 

They had only one thought -- to escape and get away from the tyrant. 

 

unbridled (say un-bruyd-uhld) 

adjective unrestrained or uncontrolled: 

He had an unbridled appetite for excitement and daredevil adventures. 

 

undeniable (say un-duh-nuy-uh-buhl) 

adjective not able to be proved false: 

There has been an undeniable rise in the price of petrol over the past month. 

 

university (say yooh-nuh-ver-suh-tee) 

noun a place where you can study after you have finished high school: 

I want to go to university to study science. 

 

vacancy (say vay-kuhn-see) 

noun (plural -cies) an unfilled office or position: 

There is a vacancy in this department for a data entry worker. 

 



vanquish (say vang-kwish) 

verb to defeat in battle: 

The Roman army attempted to vanquish all their enemies. 

 

vehicle (say vee-ik-uhl) 

noun a form of transport, such as a car or bicycle: 

My brother's favourite type of vehicle is a racing car. 

 

vengeance (say ven-juhns) 

noun harm done to someone in return for harm they have done to you: 

The police thought the murder was an act of vengeance. 

 

vicious (say vish-uhs) 

adjective very cruel or harmful: 

It was a vicious attack on her reputation. 

 

visibility (say viz-uh-bil-uh-tee) 

noun the distance you can see, given the weather conditions or time of day: 

Drive slowly, because visibility is poor when it is raining so heavily. 

 

vocabulary (say voh-kab-yuh-luh-ree) 

noun the total number of words used by someone or by a particular group of people: 

She is trying to add to her vocabulary by learning one new word a day. 

 

volatile (say vol-uh-tuyl) 

adjective likely to change suddenly and quickly: 

It was a volatile situation which could lead to war. 

 

warfare (say waw-fair) 

noun fighting between armies: 

Warfare between the two countries continued for a decade. 

 

whilst (say wuylst) 

conjunction while: 

There's no point trying to study whilst you are feeling so sick. 

 



wholehearted (say hohl-haht-uhd) 

adjective sincere, or earnest: 

You have my wholehearted support. 

 

wrestling (say ress-ling) 

noun an exercise or sport in which two persons struggle hand to hand, each striving to 

throw or force the other to the ground: 

Wrestling can be a dangerous sport -- but not as dangerous as boxing. 

 

wretched (say rech-uhd) 

adjective poor, miserable and pitiful: 

On the porch stood a wretched, starving dog. 

 

wrung (say rung) 

verb past tense and past participle of wring: 

We wrung out our wet costumes and hung them on a tree branch. 

 

yielding (say yeel-ding) 

adjective willing to yield; compliant; obedient: 

Despite his soft and yielding manner, he was really a strong character. 


